WHEN: 26-28/04/2018
WHERE: CEASAREA SEA CENTER, SDOT-YAM, ISRAEL
WHAT IS GEEKCON GREEN?
Geekcon Green is an invitation-only, sustainability & technology event.
The event harnesses creative, multi-disciplinary individuals that rethink and work on sustainability-promoting projects in these domains:
shelter, water, food, energy and communication. This year the event includes an advanced food track, led by culinary experts.
The 100 participants, representing various disciplines such as: science, technology, art, design, education and agriculture, are expected to
combine their talent and resources in order to build projects and develop innovative blueprints for environment friendly living.

GEEKCON IS A NON-FOR-PROFIT EVENT,
CREATED AND PRODUCED BY VOLUNTEERS FROM THE MAKERS COMMUNITY

WHY ARE WE DOING THIS?
 Because we feel there are not enough applications of sustainability and ecological

solutions on a daily basis for the layperson.
 Because in our experience, this meeting format encourages activity and collaboration,

and leads to creative thinking.
 A combination of people from various fields, far from their comfort zones, leads to

innovation.
 Past events that we initiated resulted in dozens of ideas and quite a few start-ups.

Geekcon Green presents a unique opportunity to be exposed to a wealth of talent in the field of sustainability and the environment, as
well as being exposed to innovative ideas before they enter into the market.
The vision behind Geekcon Green is the belief that there is an abundance of technologies and solutions on the market that are not
achieving sufficient penetration either due to barriers which include commercial, technological, product, regulatory, or others. Our goal is
to stir up these issues among a multidisciplinary community, and attempt to solve them.

GEEKCON GREEN GENERAL INFO & GUIDLINES


3-Day participation - no part-time participation allowed



Participation depends on approval - your project must follow the event guidelines



Hands-on projects or workshops only – no lectures or theoretical projects will be accepted



Multi-disciplinary teams are welcome



Subsidized 2 nights stay in shared accommodation and full-board–fee per participant 350 ILS – 450 ILS (price increases closer
to event’s date )



Adults only – participants must be 18+ years of age



Kids and pets are not allowed on the premises



On Saturday afternoon we will hold a presentation of projects, open to the public and invited guests
SUBMIT YOUR GREEN PROJECT HERE

HOW CAN YOU HELP?


SPREAD THE WORD! >> PROJECT SUBMISSION IS NOW OPEN
Share with sustainability-oriented organizations, academic institutes, groups & communities, creative individuals
(They will thank you later!)



SUPPORT US - JOIN A SPONSORSHIP PLAN
Please contact Gilli Cegla gilli@novawind.com

QUESTIONS? FURTHER INFO?


VISIT GEEKCON GREEN SITE




FOLLOW UPDATES ON GEEKCON FACEBOOK EVENT PAGE
CONTACT US aya.kaya@gmail.com

